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ABSTRACT
•

Introduction. This project is discussing wether or not microwaved water kills plants or not.

Microwaves are said to cause cancer by some people. People who may be spreading this “fake
news” have posted pictures of plants that have died to microwaved water. For the water to kill the
plant, the structure of the water will have to change to a different form that is bad for the plants
(just hydrogen and oxygen or hydrogen peroxide).

•

Problem Statement. My hypothesis is that the growth of the plants will grow the same

•

Procedures. Add the same amount of potting soil to each planter. Add 12 pinto bean seeds

as regular water. The water molecules will not change by microwaving it. This is because
water molecules are stable. If they are stable enough, they will not change at all and the plants
growth will have the same effect as non-microwaved water.

in each planter. Space them out evenly. Label each planter with their desired water using a
sharpiePlace in a well lit area where the plants will get the same amount of sunlight. Water as
needed with each type of water every other day. Repeat step 5 until germination. Take pictures
and measurements. After the desired amount of days, end procedure. Calculate and measure
data. Figure out the results. Present data at VR science fair.

•

Results. The regular distilled plants grew the best.

•

Conclusions. My hypothesis was supported.

My hypotheses was supported because the plants grew mostly the same. There were no major
differences in the growth. There was an 11% difference in the largest to smallest. Measure better,
be more careful when watering, do outside in the spring. You could do regular tap, microwaved
tap, and add a boiled tap variable.
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Introduction
This project is discussing wether or not microwaved water
kills plants or not. Microwaves are said to cause cancer by some
people. People who may be spreading this “fake news” have
posted pictures of plants that have died to microwaved water.
For the water to kill the plant, the structure of the water will have
to change to a diﬀerent form that is bad for the plants (just
hydrogen and oxygen or hydrogen peroxide).
The variables to this project are simple. My independent
variable is distilled water, microwaved tap water, & microwaved
distilled water. These are my independent variables because I do
not usually use these to water my plants. The dependent variable
is The growth of the plants. This is because I am measuring with
water makes plants grow quicker. The controlled variables are,
the tap and distilled water, soil, and sunlight because none of
these are going to be changing.
My hypothesis is that the growth of the plants will grow the
same as regular water. The water molecules will not change by
microwaving it. This is because water molecules are stable. If
they are stable enough, they will not change at all and the plants
growth will have the same eﬀect as non-microwaved water.

Literature Review
Water molecules have 3 parts: 1 part oxygen and 2 parts
hydrogen. The hydrogen atoms send an electron to the oxygen
atom. This results in the oxygen atom having a negative charge
whereas the hydrogen atoms have a positive charge AKA,
polarity. The microwave (in theory) will not change the structure
due to the water molecules being very stable. If you would like to
see the full description, check out Benjamin Hershey's video:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mtyNQW5mR9c.
What are microwaves? They are actually just
electromagnetic waves. A microwaves frequency ranges 300
MHz/λ = 1 m to 300GHz/λ = 1 mm. A person that were to use a
microwave (regarding frequency) would realize that microwaves
don’t have dimensions even with the “‘micro’ in their name.”
Ovens at houses or in restaurants have “frequencies of about
2.45 GHz, i.e. λ = 12.23 cm.” You can see Michal Volmer’s text on
microwave physics here: http://clas.sa.ucsb.edu/docs/defaultsource/tutor-resources-files/physics_of_microwave_oven.pdf?
sfvrsn=17582bfb_2.
The structure of a water molecule is very simple. It has 1
Oxygen atom and 2 hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen atoms are
connected to the larger oxygen atom. Since we know that the
hydrogen atoms donate electrons to the oxygen atom, let’s dig
deeper. The oxygen atom “has two unshared pairs of electrons.”
Due to this, 4 pairs of electrons are “surrounding the oxygen
atom.” You can see more about this here: http://
www.biology.arizona.edu/biochemistry/tutorials/chemistry/
page3.html.

Materials List
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

48 pinto beans
Ruler
Glass liquid measuring cup
4 planters
2 large bags of potting soil
Paper
Camera
Water (distilled, microwaved distilled, tap, microwaved tap).
pen/pencil
Sharpie

Procedures
1. Add the same amount of potting soil to each planter.
2. Add 12 pinto bean seeds in each planter. Space them out
evenly.
3. Label each planter with their desired water using a sharpie
4. Place in a well lit area where the plants will get the same
amount of sunlight.
5. Water as needed with each type of water every other day.
6. Repeat step 5 until germination. Take pictures and
measurements.
7. After the desired amount of days, end procedure.
8. Calculate and measure data.
9. Figure out the results.
10. Present data at VR science fair.

Results
• Regular distilled water worked best to grow the
plants
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Dates

• I tested tap, microwaved tap, distilled, and
microwaved distilled. My dependent variable
showed that distilled did the best.
• Did not give the plants enough sunlight and some
plants died. Accidentally contaminated microwaved
tap with regular distilled. Measured wrong
sometimes.

Conclusion
•

My hypothesis was supported.

•

My hypotheses was supported because the plants grew
mostly the same. There were no major differences in the
growth.

•

There was an 11% difference in the largest to smallest.

• Measure better, be more careful when watering, do outside in
the spring.
• You could do regular tap, microwaved tap, and add a boiled
tap variable.
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